Receive systems where you want them, when you want them, how you want them.

Dell Logistics Services

Have it your way
By selecting the combination of logistics services that best complements your receiving and deployment capabilities you can ensure products arrive in a manner that speeds your deployment process.

Packaging – Ship box labeling enables you to track your new systems from the factory to the end-user’s desk without removing the system from the box. You can receive your products with the relevant documentation, and peripherals already properly collated with our Drop in the Box service. We simply add the appropriate documentation or peripherals to the shipping box for each product you order.

Warehousing – Lets you consolidate multiple orders into a single purchase order. We can also consolidate multiple products and boxes for shipment to your site. We can even create custom pallets and schedule delivery so that you receive your systems and accessories all at once rather than one at a time. If you do not want all of your products delivered at once, we can provide centralized inventory storage as well as timed and staggered delivery per your specific rollout schedule.

Transportation - This service is designed to meet unique shipping logistics or delivery requirements such as unique trucking and specific on time delivery not usually covered via standard options. These services could include, lift gate delivery, time specific delivery, “inside” delivery (not at dock), and unboxing of equipment with trash removal. If you have offices in multiple countries, we can ship systems to each site, even to your end-user’s desk and provide the required Tax and Export compliance documentation.

Having hardware arrive at the right place and time is critical to the deployment process. Dell Logistics services let you pre-determine the delivery to an exact location at a pre-set time, including after business hours. This saves you time because you can have IT resources in place when you need them — on the exact day the new systems arrive and need to be up and running.

With such precision, you can confidently schedule deployment and staff IT resources.

For more information contact your sales representative.
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